
 

 

 

 

Access to Geosel Manosque – Passaire Area – 04100 Manosque 

GPS coordinates: longitude: 05°45’30’’ E – Latitude: 43°52’34’’ N 

 

1. Longer way, but better and easier road by Volx (MANOSQUE 
to GEOSEL site = around 35 minutes) 

From the south by the D4096 road (also named N96 or D996) or  
by MARSEILLE/AIX EN PROVENCE highway (MANOSQUE exit) 

- Take SISTERON direction and go on D4096 road until VOLX 
- Go through VOLX and before then end of the town and below the way down, take left 

D13 road to FORCALQUIER direction (go left if you’re coming from Manosque, and 
right from the north, state road D4096 or highway (FORCALQUIER exit) 

- On the D13 road, when you pass through SAINT MAIME village, take left on the 
crossroad and go through the restaurant “RELAIS DES 4 REINES” (on the right side) 

- Keep on driving and cross the stony narrow bridge (DAUPHIN village direction) 
- On the other side of the bridge, take left (under the DAUPHIN POST OFFICE that you 

can see on the right side) 
- Go on this sloping narrow road then take left at the bottom of the road 
- Keep on driving (you are on the D5 road which joins DAUPHIN to MANOSQUE), 

follow the direction “COL DE LA MORT D’IMBERT” 
- Go straight and cross the bridge 
- Go straight on D5 road until you can see a GEOSEL sign, take right (45km/h) until 

you reach the entrance. You must stop at the guardroom and follow the instructions 
provided by the agent. 

 

2. Fastest way, sinuous road by D5 (MANOSQUE to GEOSEL site 
= around 20 minutes) 

From the south by the by the D4096 road (also named N96 or D996) or by 
MARSEILLE/AIX EN PROVENCE highway (MANOSQUE exit) 

- Go towards “MANOSQUE CENTER” 
- Drive around the city by the one-way beltway until you reach Soubeyran (above the 

beltway) 
- Take right, towards DAUPHIN 
- Go through “FELIX ESCLANGON” high school (on your right) then straight to the 

cemetery 
- Take left after the cemetery and follow “DAUPHIN” way 
- Go through the tennis courts (on your right) 

LIGHT VEHICULES ROUTES 



- Keep on driving and go past “LE PRE SAINT-MICHEL” hotel (on your left) 
- Still on D5 road, from the “MANOSQUE” sign and until the top of “COL DE LA MORT 

D’IMBERT” (there’s a GEOSEL sign on the top of the hill) 
- Keep on driving on D5 road (which go down on the right side), go through the piping 

platform at the bottom of the valley (on right), keep on until you reach the “GEOSEL” 
sign 

- Follow the way (45Km/h) until you reach the site entrance. You must stop at the 
guardroom and follow the instructions provided by the agent. 

 


